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“Million Dollar Liddy Page” Auction to Benefit Salvation Army

Syndicated Talk Show Host to auction a premium portion of his pixel advertising website to
benefit the international charity.

Washington, D.C. (PRWEB) May 31, 2006 -- The Salvation Army will benefit from auction proceeds on the
“Million Dollar Liddy Page," according to G. Gordon Liddy, legendary Watergate figure and nationally
syndicated radio host.

Capitalizing on the latest trend in internet advertising, pixel ads, Liddy officially launched the Million Dollar
Liddy Page on May 8, 2006, to introduce people to businesses, organizations, groups, and bloggers who secure
space on his site.

“This is pixel advertising, and it’s one of the hottest-selling advertising opportunities online,” explained Liddy.
“The interesting thing about Million Dollar Liddy Page is, that after the grid section of the site is full and the
final pixel banner is bought, the coveted top portion of the page which has been reserved for premium
advertising is going to be auctioned off. The highest bidders will get it. And that money, every bit of it, will go
to the Salvation Army. So it’s a way of making money for charity, too.”

Auction Services.com, Inc., will conduct the auction for the premium placement, a header banner, a link
announcement and on air promotion by G. Gordon Liddy during his nationally syndicated radio program, The
G. Gordon Liddy Show. Once the auction winner[s] has been determined, Liddy will personally deliver the
funds raised from the auction to The Salvation Army Headquarters in Alexandria, Virginia.

Several organizations, businesses and individuals have already invested in a pixel plot on Million Dollar Liddy
Page. Toxie Beavers, owner of Chisolm Trail Mercantile in St. Jo, Texas, is pleased with the results he’s gotten
from his 600-pixel buy on Million Dollar Liddy Page, “I recognized buying space on the Million Dollar Liddy
Page as a great value and opportunity to promote our web site, our business, as well as assist in the effort to
raise funds for charity. Definitely a win, win, win situation for everyone.” Beavers also noted, “The Million
Dollar Liddy Page performance for us has exceeded expectations as second of the top referrers to our web site
behind direct requests.”

The idea of pixel advertising is the newest buzz word in the media world, which drives even more traffic to
Million Dollar Liddy Page. Liddy also guarantees every advertiser who purchases virtual pixel real estate a
unique promotional tool not available to other internet advertisers in the form of his nationally syndicated radio
talk show and accompanying web site.

“There are some other pixel advertising sites,” acknowledged Liddy. “However, none of the other pixel web
sites provide a method of promoting the site. Million Dollar Liddy Page offers space buyers a clear advantage
to advertise because I have an extremely loyal, built-in audience of radio show listeners and web site visitors.”

Specifically designed for hundreds of advertisers to share space in one place, Million Dollar Liddy Page will
remain live on the internet for a minimum of one year. Once an advertiser purchases their pixel blocks, their
image, ad or logo is posted on the website with a direct link to the advertiser's homepage. The only restriction is
that no obscene or offensive images or links will be permitted.
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“One of the things that happens with Million Dollar Liddy Page is that for a solid year that the site is up, I will
be mentioning it to my radio audience of millions of people every single working day.” Liddy said. “There’s no
other pixel site that does that.”

Now in its 14th year, The G. Gordon Liddy Show is a nationally syndicated radio program that is broadcast in
more than 150 markets and is heard on Sirius and XM Satellite Radio, and around the world via Internet
streaming.

In addition to his latest publication, FIGHT BACK, Tackling Terrorism Liddy Style, Co-authored with his
retired Navy SEAL son, Commander James G. Liddy,Mr. Liddy is the author of five NY Times best-sellers and
numerous magazine articles. He is a motion picture and television actor, and recognized as "one of the most
sought after speakers in the nation" according to The Wall Street Journal.

For more information on G. Gordon Liddy contact:
Diana Kalandros 410-598-4284

Published by ASMarketingCenter.com a division of AuctionServices.com, Inc. and NationalAuctionList.com.
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Contact Information
Diana Kalandros
G.GORDON LIDDY NETWORK PRODUCTIONS, L.L.C
http://www.liddyshow.com
410-598-4284

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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